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Abstract
In this paper results of an ongoing research on cold-formed

C-section members are presented. The research aims the devel-
opment of design methods for structural arrangements directly
not covered by the standard, based on laboratory tests and nu-
merical modelling. In the paper laboratory tests on C-section
compression members are presented: arrangement, behaviour
modes and load-bearing capacities. The behaviour of the speci-
mens as well as the effect of the non-rigid end support provided
by the self-drilling screws used to introduce load in the speci-
mens are discussed. A numerical model capable of geometri-
cally and materially nonlinear, imperfect analysis to reproduce
the tests is introduced with a focus on the modelling of the con-
nector elements and imperfections. An approach to model self-
drilling screws and equivalent geometrical imperfections is pre-
sented; the applicability of the model is shown. It is shown, that
screw stiffness and geometrical imperfections both influence the
stiffness of the models. The calibration of the model is carried
out using the results of the experimental tests introduced previ-
ously; the results of these virtual experiments are presented.
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1 Introduction
The presented work is part of an ongoing research on cold-

formed C-section members widely used in the building prac-
tice. Within the confines of this work 96 tests were carried
out at Budapest University of Technology and Economics on C-
section compression members with supporting conditions and
cross-sectional arrangements directly not covered by Eurocode
3 (EC3) but used in building systems. The tests’ aim is to study
the stability behaviour of the specimens, obtain and characterize
their failure modes and to derive EC3-based design methods for
them. In addition to the laboratory tests shell finite element (FE)
models were developed to complement the laboratory tests, thus
enable widening the range of applicability of the design methods
by means of virtual tests.

The traditional testing approach in case of cold-formed com-
pression members is to provide near-ideal supports and load in-
troduction (ball bearing, thick plates, etc.), to make the compar-
ison of test and model easier [1]. However, due to the structural
arrangements usually applied in real structures load introduc-
tion is rarely ideal, hence applying the derived design formulae
on them usually leads to compromises, thus conservative design.
Although the recent advance of available computational power
makes the use of detailed numerical models possible, the use of
advanced numerical models – shell finite element models – to
simulate experiments on structures or parts of structures made
of cold-formed members is rare [2], for two reasons.

First, cold-formed members are highly imperfection sensi-
tive; imperfections must be included in the model to obtain the
real behaviour and load-bearing capacity. Imperfections may
be incorporated in the model based on real – measured – ge-
ometrical and mechanical imperfections of each specimen, or
by applying equivalent geometrical imperfections. The former
method is very demanding and poses difficulties, especially in
the case of larger structures, for the latter no unified approach
suited for cold-formed members similar to that included in Eu-
rocode 3 Part 1-5 for plated structures [3] is present.

Second, the connector elements used in cold-formed struc-
tures – frames, trusses, etc. – result semi-rigid structural joints
that influence the global behaviour of these, and in most cases
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cause interaction between the joints and the connected members.
However, no generally applicable model of the connector ele-
ments exists that can be incorporated in shell FE models to ac-
curately predict both global and local behaviour of cold-formed
structures. Nevertheless, a consistent solution for the question of
equivalent imperfections may only be provided once the prob-
lem of modelling the semi-rigid structural joints is solved. An-
alytical solutions for similar problems have been presented in
[4, 5].

In this paper a model suiting the needs of virtual experiment-
ing on cold-formed C-section members and structures is pre-
sented. A simple test arrangement covered by the application
rules of EC3 Part 1-3 [6] is used as basis to develop the model:
single C-section specimens with eccentric load introduction at
the ends. The test results available provide a wide basis to
model development and validation, the arrangement is simple
enough to make a first step towards more complex problems
and the results can easily be compared to the standard. In the
paper a model capable of following the non-rigid behaviour of
self-drilling screws is described. Equivalent geometrical imper-
fections based on shapes generated using the constrained finite
strip method are applied to the models. The applicability of the
modelling approach presented in the paper to carry out virtual
experiments is verified based on results of tests specimens with
different lengths and cross-sections.

2 Tests on cold-formed C-section members
2.1 Test programme
Laboratory tests on C-section compression members were

carried out in two sets using the testing frame setup in the Struc-
tural Laboratory of the Department of Structural Engineering
(Fig. 1). The specimens were placed vertically in the rig, and
loaded at the lower support using a hydraulic jack. A detailed
description on the test arrangement and measurement system is
to be found in [7] and [8].

The test programme consisted of 96 tests on specimens with
different load introduction and support detailing. Member
lengths of 800, 1500, 2000, 2500 and 3600 mm were used. Five
different sections having web plate width-to-thickness ratio (b/t)
ranging 80-200 were used in the tests. Dimensions of the cross-
sections used are listed in Table 1.

A selection of the investigated specimen configurations is
shown in Fig. 2, with the arrangement discussed in this paper
highlighted. These specimens are single C-section members
with the load introduced at the ends by means of gusset plates
(wing-plate stiffened plates of 6 mm thickness) and SFS-SD6
type self-drilling screws (Fig. 3). The internal actions of these
specimens are axial compression and bending about the weak
axis – resulting from the eccentricity of the load introduction –
,with the web in compression. The eccentricity may be taken
equal to the distance of the centroid of the section to the outer
fibre of the web. The number of screws was calculated based on
the expected load-bearing capacity of the given specimen, but

Fig. 1. Test rig

usually more screws were used than necessary, to avoid screw
failure at load introduction. Typical screw layouts are shown in
Fig. 4.

The main characteristics of the tests specimens are to be found
in Table 2.

2.2 Experimental behaviour
The first sign of the applied load in case of the specimens was

the local buckling of the web along the full specimen length,
which was followed by the flexural buckling of the member
about its minor axis. The final failure was caused by plastic plate
buckling – a plastic mechanism – at the member half-length
(Fig. 5). Note that specimens with a length of 800 mm and the
same end supporting configuration were also tested, but as the
failure mode obtained from these tests was local failure caused
by the interaction of web crushing and screw failure, these were
excluded from the current study.

In the load introduction area uniform tilting of the screws oc-
curred, but no deformations of the web between the screws were
observed, which leads to the conclusion, that shear force distri-
bution between the screws is approximately uniform. In some
tests the separation of the web of the specimen and the gusset
plate occurred, leading to change in the eccentricity of the load
introduction. Based on these observations, the support provided
by the screws is non-rigid in the in-plane and out-of-plane di-
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Tab. 1. Section dimensions

A [mm] t [mm] B1 [mm] B2 [mm] C [mm]

200

1.0

66 74

19.7

1.5 21.2

2.0 22.8

2.5 24.4

Fig. 2. Specimen configurations with the studied arrangement highlighted

Fig. 3. End support

Fig. 4. Typical screw layouts

Tab. 2. Specimen characteristics and test results

Test Section
Length

[mm]

Number

and

layout of

screws

Load-

bearing

capacity

[kN]

Failure

mode

C12 C200/2.0
2000

20 (5 x 4) 71.10

In
te

ra
ct

io
n

of
fle

xu
ra

lb
uc

kl
in

g
an

d
be

nd
in

g

C15 C200/1.0 8 (2 x 4) 24.20

C23 C200/2.0
3600

9 (3 x 3) 46.80

C26 C200/1.0 6 (2 x 3) 17.20

C40 C200/1.5

2500

9 (3 x 3) 41.02

C41 C200/2.0 12 (4 x 3) 63.99

C42 C200/2.5 20 (4 x 5) 94.34

C66 C200/2.0

1500

16 (4 x 4) 78.97

C67 C200/2.5 25 (5 x 5) 111.10

C80 C200/2.5 16 (4 x 4) 114.24

C81 C200/2.0 9 (3 x 3) 79.23

C82 C200/2.0 49 (7 x 7) 78.86

rection as well, but the in-plane rigidity governs the behaviour
(Fig. 6). Note, that in the case of a compression member the
in-plane rigidity of the end connection (that is, the rigidity of
the end support in the direction of the applied load) has little ef-
fect on the load-bearing capacity, as the buckling length is not
affected by this.

On Fig. 7 screw layouts and force-shortening diagrams of
tests C66, C81 and C82 are shown, that were carried out to study
the effect of different screw numbers on specimens of the same
length and section. It is found, that the failure mode and load-
bearing capacity of these test specimens is unaffected by the
number of screws used, but the initial stiffness of the specimens
gets greater with the increasing number of screws. A complete
list of test results can be found in Table 2.

3 Numerical modelling
3.1 Modelling concept
The method for the numerical modelling of cold-formed

members using shell elements is available: previous studies
show, that geometrically and materially nonlinear, imperfect
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Fig. 5. Behaviour and failure mode (C41)

Fig. 6. Rotation of the end connection (left); tilted self-drilling screws (right)

Fig. 5. Behaviour and failure mode (C41)

Fig. 6. Rotation of the end connection (left); tilted self-drilling screws (right)

Fig. 7. Screw layout and measured force-shortening diagrams
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Fig. 7. Screw layout and measured force-shortening diagrams
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analysis (GMNIA) is possible using almost any major FE pro-
gram capable of handling shell elements and supporting nonlin-
ear material behaviour and large displacements. This makes the
FE simulation of laboratory tests with simple supporting condi-
tions possible [9].

A numerical model is considered verified if stiffness, load-
bearing capacity and the failure mode obtained from an analy-
sis is in good accordance with the results obtained in a labora-
tory test. To accurately predict the global and local behaviour
of a structure with semi-rigid structural joints (i.e.: made using
self-drilling screws) the force-displacement or moment-rotation
characteristics of these must be modelled. Note that a very accu-
rate modelling of joint areas is nearly impossible, since the ini-
tial conditions of the joints-exact geometry, torque used to fasten
the screws, etc. – are usually not known. A model capable of
accurately predicting the stress distribution in the vicinity of a
screw is unnecessary since this is of lesser importance from the
global behaviour point-of-view. However, a qualitatively correct
local behaviour of the screw model is necessary since this makes
an accurate prediction of the semi-rigid joint behaviour possible,
thus a model physically correct in every detail (i.e. geometrical
details, contact surfaces, solid elements, etc.) is unnecessary;
a calibrated screw model made using elements compatible with
shell elements may be used.

Note, that the present problem would not necessarily need a
well-calibrated screw model to accurately reproduce the load-
bearing capacities obtained in the laboratory tests, since the
shear rigidity of the end support – that is, the rigidity of the
support in the direction of the member axis – does not affect the
buckling length, and the rotational rigidity of this support is ap-
proximately the same in each case. However, the studied test
specimens are simple, yet provide a wide parameter space to de-
velop a model that can be used in FE models of other structures,
thus prove the viability of the concept.

3.2 Global numerical model
The numerical model of the laboratory tests was developed

using the finite element software package Ansys 11.0 [10].
The geometrical model of the specimens, including the di-

mensions of the C-section and the gusset plate as well as plate
thicknesses and position and diameter of the screw holes is gen-
erated corresponding to the real test specimen.

The C-section member and the gusset plates are modelled us-
ing 4-node 24-DOF’s shell elements (SHELL181) with a bilin-
ear (linear elastic-kinematic hardening plastic) material model
derived from coupon tests in accordance with the recommenda-
tions in [3]. The material properties measured and those applied
in the model are shown in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9. The applied average
element edge lengths are summarized in Fig. 10 and Table 3.
The geometrical model is generated to be perfect; imperfections
are added by the appropriate change of node locations after mesh
generation. Details on the applied imperfections are given in
Section 3.4.

Fig. 8. Measured σ − ε diagram (fy=437 MPa)

Fig. 9. Material model (fy=437 MPa, E1=210000 MPa, E2=2100 MPa)

Tab. 3. Applied average element edge lengths

Zone 1 Zone 2 Zone 3

Position of zone

From end of

specimen to

180 mm

From 180 mm to

L/2-hw

Between L/2-hw

and L/2+hw

Average

element edge

length

10 mm 15 mm 8 mm

Contact surfaces at the gusset plate are modelled using
CONTA173 and TARGE170 surface-to-surface contact and tar-
get elements in a symmetric arrangement. To achieve better nu-
merical stability the mesh on the contacting surfaces are congru-
ent and the contact is assumed to be frictionless. The connec-
tor elements are modelled using beam elements detailed in Sec-
tion 3.3. Load is applied through the nodes of the sole of one of
the gusset plates as kinematic constraint – 20 mm displacement
in the axial direction to cause compression in the member. Verti-
cal and horizontal supports are applied at all corners of the gus-
set plate soles. The model details – the gusset plate, the contact
surfaces, the C-section and the screws – are shown in Fig. 11.

To solve the model a static analysis was carried out taking
into account large deformations, the default Newton-Ralphson
iteration procedure was used with the sparse matrix solver cho-
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Fig. 10. Zones with different element sizes

Fig. 11. Detail of the FE model

sen automatically by the ANSYS solver routine. Line search
and time stepping options were set to be chosen automatically
as well.

A MATLAB-based [11] pre- and post-processing program
was developed to generate input macros enabling fast model
generation and result evaluation.

3.3 Numerical model of self-drilling screws
The screw model developed consists of 2-node 12-DOF’s

beam elements (BEAM4): one element represents the shaft of
the screw; this is connected to the rim of the screw hole by
radial elements, as shown in Fig. 10. The material model of
each element is linear elastic. The rim of the screw hole is di-
vided in 16 segments of equal length. The shaft element’s cross-
sectional properties (area, moments of inertia) are derived from
the screw shaft diameter. Shear deformations of the shaft ele-
ment are taken into account; radial elements are set to have no
shear deformations. The model can be calibrated by choosing
the appropriate values of the cross-sectional area and moments
of inertia of the radial beam elements and the shear area of the
shaft element.

As no contact elements are used in the screw model, fail-
ure modes involving separation of the screw and the connected
plates are not covered by the model. However, the phenomena
observed during the tests on C-section members can be followed

Fig. 12. Screw model

using the model as it has all basic properties necessary for this:
the shaft is more rigid than the plates and the radial elements are
connected to the shell elements similar to that in the reality. The
separation of the connected plates is allowed, as the bending de-
formation of the radial elements makes the pull-out of the screws
possible. The tilting of the screw is modelled by the shear defor-
mations of the shaft element. This way, the model is capable of
following the change of eccentricity resulting from the relative
displacements of the connected plates. Note, that modelling the
screw behaviour would pose considerable difficulties if spring
elements or constraint equations were used.

The calibration of the model should be based on tests on struc-
tural members; single lap shear tests on connections containing
one to three self-drilling screws, however, are not well suited
for this purpose, as the rigidities of the screws may scatter (i.e.
different torques applied during fastening) and local effects may
also strongly influence the behaviour of an individual screw, but
such phenomena have less effect if screw groups are used.

3.4 Modelling of imperfections
Imperfections of the real specimen are modelled by carrying

out the analyses on a geometrically imperfect model that covers
the effect of mechanical imperfections – residual stresses and
the hardening of the material in the corner areas due to the man-
ufacturing process – and real geometrical imperfections. The
approach is conceptually the same as that of the equivalent ge-
ometrical imperfections [3], but the aim is not to directly de-
rive design values using them, but to reproduce the behaviour
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and load-bearing capacity of the test specimens. The applied
imperfections are not based on measured shape. It is typical
to apply the model eigenshapes for geometrical imperfections.
In the case of the studied problem, however, these are mainly
coupled modes, thus they do not provide the possibility of an
imperfection sensitivity analysis, as the weights of the pure –
local, distortional, global-buckling modes in the eigenshapes of
the model are not known. Furthermore, as the eigenshapes cal-
culated depend on the discretization (i.e.: mesh quality, screw
layout), any finding regarding the behaviour of the numerical
model of a given test can not be directly applied to another test’s
model.

Pure buckling modes of prismatic members can be obtained
by two methods conceptually different, but leading to the same
result: a GBT-based approach [12] and constrained finite strip
method, a special version of the finite strip method (FSM) [13].
Computer programs utilizing the theories are available for both
methods: GBTUL [14], CUFSM [15]. In the current research
imperfection modelling is based on CUFSM.

Finite strip method can be used to calculate the bifurcation
point of the stability path of a geometrically perfect member
for a given stress distribution. The results of an FSM analysis
are the load factor, which is a multiplier to the stress distribu-
tion to calculate the critical stress of the member for a given
buckling length, and the buckling shape of the cross-section that
refers to the failure mode for that length (Fig. 13). FSM analy-
ses are usually carried out on a set of buckling lengths covering
all three pure modes to create the so called buckling curve, that
provides insight into the stability behaviour of the studied mem-
ber by showing the change of the load factor and buckling shape
in function of the buckling length (Fig. 14, top). The buckling
modes are either local, distortional or global modes, that may
or may not appear among the shapes, depending on the applied
stress distribution and the shape of the cross-section. In the ma-
jority of the cases the pure modes couple, hence deciding which
mode a given shape belongs to may be difficult and certainly
not objective. The constrained finite strip method (cFSM) is an
extension to FSM that can be used to determine the weights of
the pure modes in a given mode by decoupling the modes and
calculating the modal participation of the pure modes (Fig. 14,
bottom) in a buckling shape.

The imperfect shape applied to the numerical model is gener-
ated using the results of a cFSM analysis by choosing buckling
shapes and lengths resulting from the cFSM analysis and drag-
ging them along the member using a sinusoidal line as path, by
modifying the coordinates of the nodes. The FSM model of the
test specimens – the cross-section, including the radii in the cor-
ners – is defined using CUFSM’s built-in template. As the de-
scribed method is merely used to generate an imperfect shape,
the stress distribution applied to obtain the buckling shapes must
not be conforming to that in the real test. In the current study a
uniform stress distribution is applied to obtain local, distortion
and global buckling shapes.

Fig. 13. Local, distortional and global buckling shapes (left to right)

The shapes to be used are to ones belonging to the local min-
ima of the local and distortional modes in the buckling curve
– the buckling lengths where the mode gives most part of the
shape. Global buckling has no local minimum, in this case a
buckling length long enough to be considered pure mode – ten
times the member length – is used.

As in a real test only full buckling half-waves appear, during
modifying the perfect geometry care must be taken to have only
full half-waves in the imperfect geometry. This needs different
considerations in the case of each buckling mode as follows.

In the case of global buckling one sinusoidal half-wave is ap-
plied as dragging path, and all nodes of the FE model are re-
located.

In the case of local buckling only a portion of the nodes is
modified, those between the end supports. The position of the
waves is calculated based on this length to fit the highest number
of half-waves in the region (Fig. 15). This method does not
generate local buckling waves at the end supports of the member
and leaves a portion (shorter than the half of the buckling length
applied at each end) of the sections perfect.

In the case of distortional buckling the member length is di-
vided by the half-wavelength derived from cFSM and the result
is rounded towards the nearest integer. This way the number
of half-waves to be applied is set, resulting in a new buckling
length – that is, the one providing full-waves and being close to
the real minimum of the curve of pure distortional buckling. To
have the pertinent buckling shapes and buckling lengths cFSM
is once again used to determine the buckling shape for this new
length. The nodes of the FE model are then modified using the
newly calculated buckling shape and a sinusoidal wave with the
calculated number of full half-waves to generate the imperfect
shape.

The total imperfect shape to be applied to the C-section mem-
ber is generated by a weighted superposition of the shapes gen-
erated for the individual buckling modes. The resulting shape is
almost symmetric; a slight asymmetry is present due to the dif-
ferent flange sizes. Fig. 13 shows an imperfect shape generated
from local, distortional and global shapes applied to the model.

The main advantage of this approach is an easy implementa-
tion (as CUFSM is an open-source software it can be integrated
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Fig. 14. Buckling curve with modal participation (top), curves of modal weights (bottom)

in the pre-processor) and a certain level of consistency regarding
the otherwise usually arbitrary choice of imperfect shape. The
shapes generated this way are similar to those obtained from
an eigenvalue analysis of the FE model and the applied pure
shapes and their magnitudes are known and can be controlled.
This makes studying the imperfection sensitivity of the members
possible, as the properties (amplitude, wavelength) of the pure
shapes applied to the model may be treated as parameters. It is to
be noted, that recent research on eigenshape classification using
FEM, also going on [16] shows great promise to determine the
weigths of pure buckling modes in eigenshapes. A comparison
of the proposed approach and the eigenshape-based approach is
out of scope of this paper, but is definitely worth investigating.
Note, that this is a general approach that can be used to apply
buckling shapes in a controlled way regardless of the studied
problem, therefore may be applied to other types of members
with different cross-sections as well.

4 Calibration of the model
4.1 Calibration of the screw model
A parametric study was carried out to determine the appro-

priate values for the elements in the screw model using results
of tests C81 and C40. The numerical model of the test speci-
men was generated as described before, with perfect geometry.
This was necessary because it was suspected, that geometrical
imperfections influence the stiffness of the model, and the aim
of the study was to provide insight how different settings of the
elements in the screw model affect the global behaviour of the
model.

The settings used during the parametric study are listed in Ta-
ble 4. Figs. 16 and 17 show the resulting force-axial shortening
diagrams. Fig. 18 shows the deflected shape of a screw for dif-
ferent settings to provide insight how different settings influence
the behaviour. Fig. 19 shows the failure mode obtained from the
analysis with the settings listed in Table 5.

From the results the following conclusions can be drawn: i)
by changing the properties of the elements in the model, the
connection rigidity can be tuned within wide range, ii) the fail-
ure mode of the member is in all cases the same as the one ob-
tained in the laboratory test, iii) connection rigidity is primarily
governed by the shear stiffness of the shaft element, iv) rigidi-
ties of the radial elements influence the non-linear behaviour, v)
the numerical stability and convergence speed of the model is
sufficient.

Load-bearing capacities obtained from the parametric study
scatter, but are little affected by the connection rigidity as shown
in Table 5.

Similar parametric studies – although in a narrower parameter
space – were carried out using results of more tests to find the
settings resulting in conforming force-displacement diagrams of
the test and models. Among the suiting parameter sets for the
further studies a choice was made based on the speed of conver-
gence.

The settings chosen are listed in Table 6. The force-
shortening diagrams resulting using these settings for tests C40
(C200/1.5, 9 screws, L=2500 mm) and C82 (C200/2.0, 49
screws, L=1500 mm) are in good accordance with the mea-
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local shape

distortional shape

global shape

resulting shape

Fig. 15. Applied local, distortional and global shapes and the resulting shape. For illustration, amplitude is in all cases 10 mm

Tab. 4. Settings of the elements of the screw model

Area [mm2] Shear area divider1
Moments of inertia

(bending) [mm4]

Moment of inertia

(torsion) [mm4]

Shaft element r2π 1; 10; 100; 1000 r4π /4 r4π /4

Radial elements 0.1; 1; 10; 100 0

0.0001; 0.001;

0.01; 0.1; 1; 10;

100

1

Fig. 16. Results of the parametric study (C81)

Fig. 17. Results of the parametric study (C40)

Fig. 18. Deflections of the screw models for different settings (C81). Top:
rigid radial elements, shaft tilting. Bottom: rigid shaft, radial elements with
small area.

sured diagrams (Figs. 20 and 21). Note, that both diagrams are
obtained using the same settings of the elements of the screw
model, regardless of the number of screws and thickness of the
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Tab. 5. Effect of screw rigidities on the calculated load

Test
Measured load- Calculated load-bearing capacities [kN]

Standard deviation
bearing capacity [kN] minimum maximum mean

C40 41.02 43.75 51.97 45.31 0.0428

C81 79.23 90.67 101.63 93.93 0.0257

Tab. 6. Settings of the elements of the screw model

Position Element type Area[mm2] Shear area divider
Moments of inertia

(bending) [mm4]

Moment of inertia

(torsion) [mm4]

Shaft element
BEAM4

r2π 100 r4π /4 r4π /4

Radial elements 100 0 0.01 1

Fig. 19. Failed shape of the model (structural displacement vector sum,
C81)

Tab. 7. Amplitude values used in the study

Shape Local Distortional Global

Values 0; 1; 0; 1; 0; 2; 4;

[mm] 2; 3; 4 2; 3; 6; 8; 10; 12

C-section member.

4.2 Calibrating equivalent geometrical imperfections
An imperfection sensitivity study was carried out on the nu-

merical models of the laboratory tests with the aim to find a set
of imperfect shapes and their amplitudes that lead to an accurate
reproduction of the load-bearing capacity obtained in the tests,
while not affecting the failure mode. The study was carried out
by applying local, distortional and global shape imperfections to
the perfect model within the ranges listed in Table 7.

Applying imperfections to the perfect model results a de-
crease of the initial stiffness of the model; hence the values pre-

Fig. 20. Force-shortening diagram resulting from the chosen settings (C40)

Fig. 21. Force-shortening diagram resulting from the chosen settings (C82)
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Tab. 8. Settings of the elements of the screw model in case of the imperfect model

Position Area [mm2] Shear area divider
Moments of inertia

(bending) [mm4]

Moment of inertia

(torsion) [mm4]

Shaft element r2π 70 r4π /4 r4π /4

Radial elements 100 0 0.01 1

Tab. 9. Geometrical imperfections to be applied

Shape Local Distortional Global

Value [mm] 3 0 6

Length of sinusoidal

half-wave
150 mm - Member length

sented in Section 4.1 are to be modified in order to maintain
the accordance of test and numerical results; this, as shown by
the parametric study on screw model behaviour can be done by
increasing the shear stiffness of the screw shaft element.

To avoid a time consuming full parametric study involving
most of the tests, a wide range of imperfection amplitudes and
shear stiffness, the method of successive approximation was
used to determine the values providing best fit using primarily
the results of test C66, C81 and C82, other tests were involved
in the process only once a set providing good accordance with
these three was found. This also means that a systematic para-
metric study was not carried out on the imperfection sensitivity
of the members.

The observations made on the models’ behaviour and load-
bearing capacities in the study are listed as follows: i) all three
types of imperfections reduce both load-bearing capacity and the
stiffness of the model, ii) the amplitude of the global shape has
major influence on the initial stiffness, iii) the amplitude of the
local shape affects the behaviour of the model near limit point
more than that of the global shape, iv) the failure mode is not af-
fected by the imperfections with amplitudes within the studied
range, v) for a given value of global imperfection the decrease
of the load-bearing capacity due to the presence of distortional
shape is smaller if local shape is applied than that if no local
imperfection is present; the phenomenon is stronger for higher
amplitude values of the local and/or global shapes. As during the
tests no signs of distortional deformations were observed, distor-
tional shape imperfections have been excluded from the inves-
tigations. Note, that the above statements are observed overall
tendencies and the quantitative values of the pertinent changes
depend on which test’s model is studied.

The settings of the screw model found to provide good accor-
dance of results of test and numerical model are listed in Table 8
– only the shear stiffness of the shaft element has been changed.
The imperfections to be applied are summarized in Table 9.

Note, that the settings presented in Table 8 and Table 9 are
to be used together obtain good accordance of test and model.
The proposed values of the amplitudes listed in Table 9 are fixed

Tab. 10. Specimen characteristics and test results

Test Section
Length Load-bearing capacity

Ratio

Test/Model

[mm] Test [kN]
Result

[kN]
Test/Model

C12 C200/2.0
2000

71.10 70.63 1.006

C15 C200/1.0 24.20 22.85 0.944

C23 C200/2.0
3600

46.80 47.27 0.990

C26 C200/1.0 17.20 17.57 0.979

C40 C200/1.5

2500

41.02 40.27 1.018

C41 C200/2.0 63.99 66.26 0.966

C42 C200/2.5 94.34 91.93 1.026

C66 C200/2.0

1500

78.97 81.49 0.969

C67 C200/2.5 111.10 108.32 1.026

C80 C200/2.5 114.24 113.97 1.002

C81 C200/2.0 79.23 80.79 0.981

C82 C200/2.0 78.86 81.64 0.966

values determined by the calibration of the model to yield best
match of test and model results; in the studied cases the ampli-
tude for the global imperfection it is between l/250 (l=1500 mm)
and l/416 (l=2500 mm), for local imperfection hw/67.

5 Virtual experiments
The calibrated model was used to carry out virtual experi-

ments on all laboratory tests with the settings of the screw model
and by applying imperfections with the shapes and amplitudes
described in Section 4. The resulting force-displacement dia-
grams are presented in Fig. 22. The obtained diagrams show,
that the load-bearing capacities obtained using the calibrated nu-
merical model are in very good accordance with the measured
ones, the failure modes obtained are the same as those obtained
in the tests. The comparison of test and model results is sum-
marized in Table 10. The difference of test and model result
is between +2.6% and -5.6% from the basis of the test result,
the average is 98.9%, thus the model slightly underestimates the
load-bearing capacity of the test specimen.

Comparing the obtained rigidities the accordance is not uni-
formly good in all cases, although the majority of the tests are
reproduced quite accurately. Regarding the non-matching rigidi-
ties it is suspected, that the differences are the result of measure-
ments carried out not carefully enough, especially during the
first few tests (the laboratory tests started with test C40). By
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Fig. 22. Force-shortening diagrams; top left: C40; top right middle: C67; middle left : C80; middle right: C66; bottom left: C81; bottom right: C82
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comparing the descending branch of test specimens and the per-
tinent models similar differences are to be observed; this is most
probably caused by local effects at load introduction – in case of
a denser screw layout an interaction between the screws is possi-
ble, which is a phenomenon not fully covered by the numerical
model.

6 Summary and conclusions
In the paper laboratory tests of cold-formed C-section com-

pression members are presented; the test arrangement is de-
scribed, the behaviour and failure mode of the specimens is char-
acterized with emphasis on the effect of applying self-drilling
screws. A finite element model to accurately reproduce the labo-
ratory tests is introduced with a focus on modelling self-drilling
screws and the approach to apply geometrical imperfections to
the model based on shapes derived using the constrained finite
strip method.

A parametric study carried out to investigate the screw model
behaviour is presented using the model without geometrical im-
perfections; it is shown, that the initial rigidity of the end con-
nection can be tuned within a wide range by changing the stiff-
ness of the elements in the screw model, but the obtained load-
bearing capacity and failure mode is not affected by these. Set-
tings appropriate to accurately reproduce the initial rigidities
measured in the laboratory tests are presented; it is shown, that
that the same settings may be used regardless of screw number,
screw group layout and thickness of the connected plates.

An easy-to-implement approach to include geometrical im-
perfections in the model is presented. It is shown, that geomet-
rical imperfections reduce both load-bearing capacity and initial
stiffness of the model, but by augmenting the stiffness of the
screw model the decrease in stiffness due to imperfections can
be compensated, thus the model can be calibrated to provide the
stiffness, load-bearing capacity and failure mode obtained in the
laboratory tests. A set of settings of the screw model and ge-
ometrical imperfections is presented. The calibrated model is
used to reproduce laboratory tests with a high accuracy regard-
ing load-bearing capacity and a good accuracy regarding stiff-
ness.

The direct result of the presented research is a numerical
model capable of carrying out virtual experiments on cold-
formed C-section compression members; the model can be used
to develop a non-conservative design method for these members.
The modelling approach of self-drilling screws introduced in the
paper can be used in numerical models of other types of struc-
tures of which the non-rigid behaviour of the structural joints
influence the global behaviour: frames, trusses, etc. The method
used to apply equivalent geometrical imperfections to the model
may similarly be useful in other applications. Although both
screw model and imperfections show promising results, further
studies on other types of structures are necessary to prove the
viability of these approaches.
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